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Message from the Chair

Closer Collaboration between PISA and ISC2
The year 2012 will be a remarkable one in PISA
history. Last year we not only celebrated our 10th
anniversary but also started to explore a new
partnership with (ISC)²® whom we have been
connecting with ever since the early days of PISA
establishment.

Many active PISA members are holders of the
CISSP credential issued by (ISC)²^®. Furthermore, PISA is probably the organization having
the highest number of awardees of the AsiaPacific
Information
Security
Leadership
Achievements (ISLA) Program presented by
(ISC)²® since 2007. Many of our members also
have participated to the (ISC)²® security awareness program delivering talks to local primary and
high school students and parents…., etc.

With the above close connections with (ISC)²®,
we were approached to set up a local chapter in
Hong Kong to support (ISC)²® credential holders. After several rounds of discussions within the
executive committees, consultations made to our
Honorary Advisors and veteran members, we
came up with a proposal to set up the local chapter
in the form of a special interest group (SIG)
within PISA. This proposal was later approved by
fellow members in the Extraordinary General
Meeting held in December 2011.
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We then submitted the
local chapter application to (ISC)²®. As of
today, we have finalized all the necessary
documents and procedures with (ISC)²®
headquarters and it is CISA CISSP CISM CBCP
expected the formal announcement of the (ISC)²® Hong Kong Chapter
will soon be made.

Andy Ho

According to the records of (ISC)²®, there are
more than a thousand valid credential holders in
Hong Kong. It is expected that even a small portion of them joining the Hong Kong Chapter,
could attribute to a considerable increase number
of new members to PISA. This can bring PISA
new challenges, as well as new thinking and new
opportunities.

I would like to thank all of you who had given
invaluable input to make the local chapter a reality. I would also like to invite you to join us to
give warm welcome all the new members and
take the challenges together.

All these make 2012 remarkable.
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Challenges in Information Security
Management
George Chung

CISSP CISM CISA

Program Committee

A

fter several information security incidents in recent years, information security is generally considered important in Hong Kong.
PCI DSS compliance pressure and the acceptance of ISO 27001 information security management system make it a hot topic. We are often told how important
information security is by security vendors, but they only concentrate on their
products, not the real challenges faced by the customers. In this article, the writer,
as an internal information security practitioner, is going to talk about some challenges faced by the organizations implementing information security.

Lack of Infosec Knowledge
The first challenge is lack of information security knowledge for many people, especially for senior management.
Information security management is considered a new
knowledge. Systematic approach to information security
management was only becoming popular about 10 to 15
years ago. There is almost no formal course in local universities for information security management. CISSP exams,
CISM exams and BS7799/
ISO27001 compliance play an
important role in promoting systematic approach to information
security
management.
From
writer’s observation, people learning from CISSP exam, CISM exams and ISO 27001 compliance are
mostly young staff in the organization. It creates a knowledge gap
between the senior management
and information security professionals in the organization and the
gap causes a lot of problems. It
often causes conflict in information
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security understanding. Without an aligned understanding
on information security, usually optimized solution to a
problem could not be applied. The usual approach by noninformation-security management is to fix a problem when
it comes. For instance, when a virus strikes, they install anti
-virus software. When a web site is hacked, they install a
firewall. They sticks to a principle, when something doesn’t
break, don’t fix it. In current highly evolving security landscape, reactive approach is no longer a good one. A better
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and systematic approach is required. The challenge is how an
infosec staff can influence the mindset of a senior management in information security strategy.

Role of Infosec Professionals
The second challenge is role of information security professionals in the organization. In a small or medium enterprise,
IT staff may be responsible for IT functionalities and IT
security. They usually don’t have dedicated staff for information security management. These enterprises are out of
scope in this discussion as they usually don’t have segregation of duty and they care about survival rather than information security. In a large enterprise, some dedicated information security staffs could be responsible for information
security in the organization due to various reasons such as
compliance. These staff may not have access to other IT
systems such as email server, CRM server, etc, due to segregation of duty. It could cause a gap in security organization.
For instance, who is responsible for system patch management, the system staff or the information security staff? Who
is responsible for patch installation verification? Who is
responsible for security incident response? Infosec staffs are
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more familiar with updated vulnerabilities and associated risks. System/
application staffs care more on stability and functionalities of system.
When a critical patch is released from
a vendor that addresses an immediate
risk, e.g. a web server vulnerability is
actively exploited, infosec staffs are
eager to fix the vulnerability ASAP
but the system staff may not agree.
They may have their own schedule.
When an information security incident happens, infosec staffs are responsible for incident
handling but they need system staffs to gather evidence and
adjust some configurations but they may not be familiar with
the system. All these problems could make information
security management ineffective. This usually causes by
improper definition of role and responsibility. Sometimes it
involves politics in different teams. Role and responsibility
is the founder stone of information security. It could not be
ignored.

Organization Policy
The third challenge is the execution of organization policy.
Security policies exist in a lot of enterprises. From the
writer’s observation, a lot of security policies are ignored.
For instance, wearing staff badge in the organization premises is a security requirement but it is frequently ignored,
even for HR staffs. Visitors follow an unknown staff to enter
restricted area in the organization without prior authorization but the staff cares nothing about it. Network diagrams
and process flowcharts are stuck on the partition walls. The
situation only improves just before a security audit starts.
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After the audit, the situation remains the same. This is a great challenge on how to enforce the
security policies and make them effective.

User Education
The fourth challenge is user education. Security awareness for all staff in the organization is
important. A lot of attacks are targeting general staff without much security awareness. For
instance, phishing attack is great risk to most of the organization. A lot of users just get cheated to
click on a malicious URL via phishing email or instant messaging. Social engineering attack is
also a threat to most organizations. Improper handling of classified information is one way for
information leakage. For instance,
finance staffs throw away customer
information in the paper cabinet.
Without a good user education
program in information security, a
lot of security incident could not be
avoided. The challenge is how to
get all staff to be security aware.

Copyright &
Disclaimer

Copyright owned by the
author. This article is the views
of the author and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion
of PISA
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Information security problems are
half technical problems and half
management problem. Technical
problems can usually be solved
easier as technical solutions could
be purchased from vendors. Management problems are the most
challenging as they cannot be easily
outsourced and they involve people
management. People management
is the most challenging in information security. The writer is not going to give any solution to solve the challenges as different
companies may need different solutions. These are the reminders for senior management and
infosec professionals who want to improve information security in their organization. These
challenges couldn’t be ignored for an effective information security management.

■ George Chung
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HTML5 and the Implications to Web
Security
SC Leung

CISSP, CISA CBCP

Program Committee

T

he success of the World Internet Developrs Summit
with HTML as the theme has heightened the attention
of local developer community on this new web technology.
Speakers from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C),
Facebook, Yahoo!, Microsoft, Rovia (better known as Angry
Birds) and Mozilla share the latest web technological development as well as the outlook of the Internet over the next five
years. Yet there was one missing piece of the puzzle yet to be
filled — security.

Opening of World Internet Developers Summit at Hong Kong Cyberport on 6 Mar 2012.
Internet Society Hong Kong was the organizer and PISA was a supporting organization.
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Next Generation Web Technology
HTML5 is a new version of the web markup language to
replace HTML4.2 after a few years. There are many driving
forces behind HTML5. They include the users needs for
rich Internet applications (interactive online games, multimedia, 3D experience, desktop application alike interactivity), mobile computing (notification and geolocation) and
cloud computing (offline operation, local storage and performance).
Developers are also the driving force of HTML5. Contemporary web applications are heading towards mobile applications. For example, Facebook has over half user population using mobile clients rather than desktop. So Facebook
has to manage a variety of clients, from web browser, mobile browsers, to every mobile application platform. This is
a huge complexity. Furthermore inception to mobile app
stores add an additional delay in deployment. They solve
the problem with the “as web as possible” strategy. No matter the client is a browser or a mobile app, the serve by a
same web server application. In this way, Facebook maintains a single code base, and they centralize the logics on
web servers. The code base is easier to manage and update
can be faster, more frequent and more transparent to users.
While HTML5 is not yet mature, Facebook use a similar but
private technology “Faceweb” to provide the functionalities.
When HTML5 is mature, Facebook switch from Faceweb
with little pain.

Adoption of HTML5
Today proprietary solutions like Microsoft Silverlight,
Adobe Flash were developed to provide rich client experience that HTML4.2 cannot provide. Their implementation
requires users to install browser plugins which security
professionals always advise against. HTML5 answers the
call to next generation web technology by the inspiration
that points to plugin-less browsing and open technology that
guarantees compatibility across platforms and browsers.
Some vendors have already started their journey to adopt
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Browser HTML5 Compliance Test Site
(http://www.html5test.com)

HTML5. Apple is surely a well-know one for their iPhone
and iPad had opted for HTML5 and denied Flash support.
Browsers have started their HTML5 war. The
“HTML5Test” website provides compliance tests of
browser support to HTML5. As of time of writing. the top
three desktop browsers are Maxthon, Google Chrome and
Mozilla Firefox; top three mobile browsers are Opera Mobile, Firefox Mobile and iOS5; top Internet TV browser is
Google TV.
Services providers are jumping on boat of HTML5. e.g.
Financial Time, LinkedIn, Pandora online radio, Zynga
social games, Google Apps, Salesforce.com and even Microsoft Office Online. Adobe has abandoned development
of Flash for mobile and adopted HTML5. In January 2012,
Adobe launched Edge, a new web page interactive design
tool allowing users to use HTML5, JavaScript and CSS3 to
design animated web contents. We will see more and more
web and mobile applications on HTML5 and its maturity
growing.
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HTML5 and the Implications to Web Security

HTML5 Security Prospects
HTML5 standards already contains the support of multimedia, off-line operation, geolocation information and other
features. The removal of the need of external plugins naturally reduces security vulnerabilities. In addition, the design
of HTML5 security considerations:
●

●

●

●

●

standardizing parsing algorithm to prevent cross-site
scripting (XSS) attacks

enhancing iframe security by adding new attributes
(sandbox, seamless and srcdoc) to handle potentially
untrusted content such as clickjacking
providing more secure design in the APIs, for example, the notification and location APIsI requires explicit user authorization
restricting read and write access of data storage API
to its own domain

Robert McArdle, a TrendMicro researcher had expressed
reservation on HTML5 security. He had three blog articles
on the topic: HTML5—The Good, HTML5—The Bad and
HTML—The Ugly (Note 1). The latter two were contributed to the security issues of HTML5. I just cite a few of his
comments.

●

●
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Geolocation function can be used to track victims.

Robert predicts a Botnet-in-the-Browser as the most scariest
scenario in which the attacker uses the new HTML5 functionalities as arsenal.
●

●

allowing users to disable JavaScript by contexts

HTML5 Potential Issues

●

●

●

Being web based, the attacks are most possible to
bypass the network firewall
Being heavily memory-based, it barely touches the
disk, making it difficult to detect with traditional filebased antivirus.
JavaScript code being very easy to obfuscate, it is
hard to detect by network IDS signature.

WebSockets: a powerful gun, just on
whose hand
HTML5 creates new paradigm that has potential security
implications. WebSocket is one thing that catches much of
my attention. WebSockets technology (IETF RFC 6455) in
HTML5 allows for two-way real-time communication between any client (browser) and the server over TCP 80/443
ports. It enables real-time browser push. When a client
(browser) talks to the server, it requests during the handsharke, to upgrading the connection to WebSockets. The

although the new sandbox attribute in HTML5 can
stop the execution of JavaScript in iframe, it also
offsets the defense by frame-killing technology.
WebSockets can allow an attacker connecting to any
IP address on (almost) any port so he can launch a
websocket port scan.
Desktop notification feature can be used to do social
engineering attacks.

WebSockets handshake
Source: http://warmcat.com/_wp/2010/11/01/libwebsockets-html5websocket-server-library-in-c/
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server responds “yes” if it has such capability. WebSockets
is closer to raw socket than HTTP. It has low overhead so
is very suitable for low latency applications.
Ordinary TCP connections to ports other than 80 and 443
of a web server are usually blocked. WebSockets can be a
very convenient way to provide the functionalities to bypass such constraints by multiplexing different WebSocket
services (e.g. FTP, VPN, etc.) over a single TCP port. On
the other hand, it can be used by an attacker to circumvent
existing network firewall ruleset.

15

detection/prevention device in the future too. HTML5 will
be a game changer in information security.

Outlook of HTML5 Security
I have not seen a lot of discussion on HTML security
around. Perhaps we have to get people understand HTML5
and be interested in using it first. However, HTML5 security should be one topic that security professionals have to
pay more attention to. It could bring about prospects or
problems adversely, depending on how proactive we deal
with its inception and give input to the standard formulation.
We should also note that in addition to HTML5 standard,
the HTTP protocol is also enhancing its security technology: the X-Frame-Option header to prevent cross-site request forgery (CSRF) and clickjacking; different browsers
are adding new technologies like safe browsing APIs, content security policy and XSS filters. All these advancements contribute to a better web security.

WebSocket-based Architecture
Modified from: http://websocket.org/aboutwebsocket.html

SC Leung ■

Copyright &
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In the cloud computing age, there is a great need for cross
domain communication. WebSockets support cross domain
resource sharing and access control. Developers can put up
whitelists for cross domain resources. However, the security process and security personnel dealing with it is
changed. The beauty of a network firewall (or an application firewall) is that servers behind require no reprogramming to enjoy the security access control policies.
In the WebSockets enabled web application development,
the access control has to be programmed in the application
by developer and complicated the case. In the future, I
would foresee WebSockets firewall would be a new layer
to simplify the security administration. This WebSockets
firewall will listen for WebSockets connections from the
browser, enforce access control, and relay TCP to a backend servers. For sure we will see WebSockets intrusion

Note 1:
The URLs of the three blogs are:
http://blog.trendmicro.com/html5-thegood
http://blog.trendmicro.com/html5-the-bad
http://blog.trendmicro.com/html5-the-ugly/
The Chinese version URL is:
http://blog.trendmicro.com.tw/?tag=/html5
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Review of the Decade of Hong Kong WiFi Security Survey
PISA WiFi Security Study Group

W

itnessed the improving public awareness & adoption of better encryption technologies, PISA & WTIA have conducted
10 years of WiFi security surveys in Hong Kong since 2002.
Thanks to the continuous support of PISA members in past years who
contributed in the WiFi Security Study Group in data collection, result
analysis and as supporters/speakers in events to promote public awareness. With the support of government funding from the SafeWiFi.hk
project through our partner WTIA, it helped promote public awareness.

802.11 Development and Adoption
In 1997, 802.11-1997 (the first published standard for WiFi)
was published. The adoption rate was low due to relatively
low bit rate of 1 or 2 Mb/s and high cost of notebook computers and wireless devices at that time.

ally gained popularity over 802.11b. According to PISA &
WTIA WiFi survey statistics, 802.11g became more popular
than 802.11b since 2005.
In 2009, 802.11n was published with better throughput and
MIMO (multiple-input-multiple-output) technology. However, wireless devices (of the so-called "pre-n" version) were
available prior 2009 based on the 802.11n draft version in
2007. In our WiFi survey statistics, we also found small
numbers of pre‑n access points in 2008. Nowadays, 802.11n
is the common standard.

Encryption Technology Adoption
Together with the changes in 802.11 technology, the corresponding encryption technology was changed. We found the
changing adoptions of WEP, WPA/WPA2-TKIP and WPA/
WPA2-AES during our WiFi survey statistics.

In 1999, the 802.11 standard was updated with 802.11a and
802.11b designation. 802.11b gained wide adoption because
of less interference by walls/objects and hardware cost is
lower than 802.11a.
In 2003, 802.11 standard was amended to include 802.11g.
With improved technology and higher throughput, it gradu-
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The WiFi survey results were promising. Not only the continuous better adoption of encryption (88% in 2011), the choice of
adopting a better encryption technology superseded the less secure ones. We found that the adoption of the more secure
encryption technology of WPA/WPA2 (63% in 2011) superseded the nowadays unsecure WEP technology (25% in 2011).
Within the choice of WPA/WPA2, we also found a growing adoption of the more secure AES mode (33% in 2011) versus the
less secure TKIP mode (30% in 2011).

Choice of WiFi Survey Tools
In earlier years of our surveys, we used the software tools
Netstumbler and Kismet to conduct the survey. With the
changing 802.11 technology and encryption modes,
Netstumbler (not updated for very long time) was outdated. Since 2008, we relied on Vistumbler and WiFi
Hopper tools to conduct our WiFi surveys.

The Hong Kong WiFi Security Index
Since the survey 2009, we introduced the Hong Kong
WiFi Security Index (HKWSI). It is a single index for an
easy interpretation of the WiFi Security Trend of Hong
Kong. HKWSI was compiled by the Professional Information Security Association (PISA) and Hong Kong
Wireless Technology Industry Association (WTIA). It
included the factors of public awareness, best practice and

technology merit into the calculation. It ranges from
0 to 100 to indicate the level of WiFi security. For
consistent comparison of past results, we only use the
tramway statistics to calculate the HKWSI.
With better adoptions of security settings & awareness, the HKWSI in 2011 was among the highest over
past years (it was 67 in 2011). We believe that the
continuous improving situation was due to better
public awareness of wireless security as well as the
continuous replacement of older wireless LAN access
points by newer ones that mostly have a default better
encryption settings.
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Review of the Decade of Hong Kong WiFi Security Survey

Extended WiFi Surveys
We conducted war-driving on the tramway every year as a baseline for comparison of past results. Apart from the tramway, we
also extended our surveys to cover other areas of interests. Below is a summary of the survey activities.

Year

Tramway

Others

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Route A
Route A + B
Route A + B
Route A + B
Route A + B
Route A + B
Route A + B
Route A + B
Route A + B

N/A
Victoria Peak War Driving – Long Distance
Victoria Harbour War Sailing - Ferry
Kowloon – Car and Bus
Hong Kong Island round trip – Mini Bus
Macau War Driving
War driving in Victoria Harbour, Kowloon, New Territories and Macau
War driving in Kowloon, New Territories and public/private housing estates and Macau
Victoria harbour war-sailing, War driving in the New Territories and public/private/homeownership housing estates, and Macau

2011

Route A + B

War driving in the New Territories and public/private/home-ownership housing estates

Going Forward
We will continue the WiFi security survey and expect to see better results year after year!
welcome and needed!
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Appendix — Hong Kong WiFi Security Index Calculation
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2 0%
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2 0%
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2 0%
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20 %
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(%)

6 0%

L1
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20 %

2 0%
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20 %

60 %

6 0%

60 %
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WPA/WPA2 - TKIP

29

L2

33

L4

28

L4

29

L4

WPA/WPA2 - AES

5

L1

7

L1

25

L1

33

L1

10 0%
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2 0%

86

25

30

L1

86

L6

10 0%
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6 0%

2 011
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Criticality of
vulnerability

Score

L1

100

No vulnerability found in the technology

L2

80

Found a vulnerability in theory (concept)

L3

60

A proof of concept verified the vulnerability exploitable

L4

50

Exploit is found conducted by skilful personnel but
source code not widely distributed

L5

30

Source code of exploit is published to public

L6
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0

Description

No encryption
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If a Tree Falls in the Forest…
Geoff Thonon *
CISA, CISM, BS7799 Lead Auditor
“If a tree falls in the forest and no one is there to hear it fall, then did it make
any sound?” Indeed, did the tree fall at all if it was never seen? Such was the
state of computer security in Macau not so long ago.
Should the saying be given any credence in applying to incidents of any nature then the response should be “Ask the tree”. For
an incident may not matter much to those that do not hear of it, but an emergency is sure real enough for the individual involved
in it. Argument against that is an argument against any type of incident handling functions, computer security, fire, ambulance,
and the list goes on. Computer incidents and musings that they don’t happen because they are not heard of is misleading, but
even more dangerous would be if the community or its leader actively attempt to suppress any measure of security to keep a state
of apparent calm.

A lucky place called Macau
A computer emergency response team in Macau had to happen sooner or later and from the looks of what is happening world
wide it is lucky that the effort of setting one up started in 2009 and no later. From judging what is happening internationally on
the Internet, things are going to get rougher really fast, but Macau always has been a lucky place. From the Portuguese ships
making repairs and rest after a wild storm, to having no outbreak of SARS despite the huge tourist flow, Macau has always been
a safe harbor and outright lucky. No matter how lucky this safe harbor is, there is no denying that as things are getting wilder on
the Internet, the IP address block that belongs to Macau, has no reason to be treated differently from any others on the Internet,
no matter the geographical location. This is why scrambling to set up computer emergency response services started in 2010,
and from what is being seen, industry here is quickly following suit, although three years off.

* Geoff Thonon is our guest author. He is currently the Principal Consultant of Macau Computer Emergency Response Team
Coordination Centre (http://www.mocert.org).
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The Origin of MOCERT
The effort of a CERT (computer emergency response team)
in Macau came after reaching out to an already established
computer emergency response team, Hong Kong Computer
Emergency Response Team Coordination Centre
(HKCERT). Macau follows the lead of Hong Kong in
numerous aspects. Computer security is not immune to this.
MOCERT tested its base services from September 2009.
Two base functions are required, the first being and early
warning system; monitoring global security events as they
unfold then issuing appropriate notices, and the second an
incident response function that allows the public to report
and get resolution on events should they happen. After four
months of testing, confidence in quality of service allowed
MOCERT to officially launch on the 8th of February 2010.
In summary, the number and types of incidents that are
reported locally are easy to resolve, such as phishing site
take down request, advisory of malware being distributed
from websites, and all types in small numbers. With respect
to incidents handled by other computer emergency response
teams around the Asia Pacific region, it would be a fair
statement that, on computer security incidents, Macau has
been tranquil waters. For the past two years of operation the
incidents handled really amounted to a trickle. Yet, what is
culminating in the first two months of 2012, the incidents
handled have already exceeded the numbers handled in
2011. Things are indeed heating up and the reason for such
an increase is a result of actively looking at the state of the
network and routing out vulnerabilities before they become
a problem. “Build a CERT and they shall come” was quite
erroneous, and the only reason it was left as thus for the past
two years was that the CERT was spending its resources in
public awareness and advisory work.

Proactive Monitoring
It was during an advisory work that concentrated on the
traffic analysis to and fro the Internet of a local organization,
that it was realized active monitoring and searching had to
be integrated into the public service in 2012. The other
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event that cemented the belief in doing proactive process
and service improvement is when MOCERT took part in the
APCERT Drill on the 14th February 2012. It was a wake up
call that outside of Macau, the Internet is not as calm as it
seems here. Although public awareness campaigns are
useful, they are far from the “Coal-face” of incident response.

Lulled into a False Sense of Security
Checking out the Zeus Botnet Tracker website (http://
zeustracker.ch) there has not been a Command & Control
server in Macau in the past two years; although from what I
hear Zeus is going P2P. Searching “hxxp://jjghui.com/
urchin.js site:mo”, and you’ll find none at the time of writing which is the same state at the height of infection. This
low incident rate has a lot less to do with uber security
practices, but more to do with sheer uber luck.
Scaling a response team in industry to address the current
level of incidents is indeed dangerous. As things are softer
and easy to handle, getting budget from one year to another
gets to be a tougher call as the numbers of incidents and
types seen are pale in comparison to the activities reported
else where. The tendency is for a reduced budget making it
harder to justify teams or creation of teams in any other
environment than in government or semi-government organizations. This is a real hazard.

Target Rich Environment
Another reason to be alarmed is that Macau has an industry
that should be very attractive to subvert. Gaming establishments have been set up at a rapid speed such that controls
that could and should have been installed may have been
overlooked in favor to providing the express business services launch. IS Security functions, if installed may be
outsourced to external contracts, reliant on a technology, or
simply reduced to a rubber stamp efficacy as making the
business work outstrips the need to make it secure. The
business impact analysis of a security event may have been
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If a Tree Falls in the Forest…

largely overlooked, where business risks of not being operational, far outweighs the risk of a computer security
incident.

Proactively Discovery of Security Incidents
One study performed by MOCERT that cements even further the idea of a target rich environment is when a study of

which one field is “Server:”. The response, more often than
not, provides information about the type and version of the
web server. This is possible without resulting to an “nmap –
A” call, which is both convenient and as well as, network
traffic wise, “polite”. For a long story short a significant
number of web servers were at, or lower than, the vulnerable
server version, which prompted notices to be issued. One
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the impact of the Range Header Apache Bug, as the exploit
code was made available in early September 2011. As all
reading this article are aware, it is nice to find a vulnerability
but one must have vulnerable installations. Finding these
installations, contacting the public, and monitoring the
change in the number of vulnerable installations, will determine not only the impact, should a threat occur, but also the
willingness of the owners to address security issues. The
range header vulnerability affected certain versions of
Apache installations. Just reaching a website will, most
often than not, provide HTTP HEADER information of

month later, most of them were still there. Of the impact, a
majority of the Apache servers would belly-up under the
ApacheKiller.py script. Effort to get this redressed, although needless to say, is still ongoing.
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Certification and IS Professionals in
Macau
On the industry front, there is good news to be had. Computer
security is finally getting the attention that it deserves in
Macau. Organizations and companies are now planning to
engage issues that are particularly about computer security.
Information systems security is getting the attention it deserves as audit teams that have a penchant to computer security are being sought. But here lies in the problem. Where to
source the individuals to take up these roles? Individuals, of
Macau, that are comfortable at wielding Metaspolit beyond
the deprecated autopwn feature, nmap including scripts,
python to scrape http header information, are hard to find.
Should these skills be gauged by individual being awarded
certifications, then the number of individual with a GPEN,
GWAPT or the like are about in the same number of CISA’s
back in 2002. They are most probably out there in Macau, but
they are not being seen or recognized at all. As of writing
there are 135 ISACA members in Macau and 60 of them are
CISA’s. It is hoped that other information security certifications will proliferate in the coming years.

Indeed the good fortune that Macau has received should not
be squandered. There are not many incident response teams
that are set up, before the storm. On most occasions, teams
are set up after reeling from an impressive incident. From
this scenario those teams are, from day-1, fighting fires.
There has been the luxury of creating process as well as seek
out technology to perform CERT tasks. Nearly all of the
software is open source. MOCERT, being aware that the
picture is not as rosy as it seems is gearing up for future
developments in information security. It seems that the
industry, although still requiring inject of skill from abroad,
is doing so as well. The only question is will the change be
in time before the storm arrives and this storm has a name,
and the name is “Mobile”.

Geoff Thonon ■
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Why some Malicious Mobile Apps go on Shelves?
– a look at the mobile app approval process

W

ith the popularity of smart phones, their related security issues become crucial. One of the major
problems is mobile malicious applications. There are several smart phone platforms that provide
users an option to install apps. In this article, we will focus on two of the most popular platforms: iOS of Apple
and Android of Google. We will talk about how mobile apps are approved and go on shelves, and try to find out
why malicious apps can go on shelves.

Authors:
(from left) Tsai Ping Hang , Tai Kwong Yee,
Law Sai Cheong, and Cheung Ho San. *

Online apps store
There are ways for users to get mobile applications to their mobile devices. One of the ways is to visit the online apps store.
Both Apple and Google have their
own online store to sell mobile
applications for their own devices,
the Apple App Store and the
Google Play Store (new name of
Android Market). This mobile app
ecosystem (a centralized online
marketplace) is highly welcomed
by developers and smart phone
users. Mobile apps developers can
publish their own applications to
the store and sell them. Users can
buy and download apps they like
from the store.

* These four energetic youngsters are our guest authors. They are students of Computing and Information Security.
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Threat from the store

Apart from profits and opportunities, the great success of
online apps stores has also brought us threat and risk.
According to the “McAfee Threat Report: Fourth Quarter
2011”. Mobile malware hit more than 400 unique samples
in Q4, 280 more than that in Q3 and 350 more than that in
the first quarter of 2010. (see figure above)
With reference to an article on Networkworld, Google has
removed 21 free malware apps from the Android Market
and around 50,000 devices. The apps were free illegal
downloads of popular apps in the Android Market, repackaged with malware able to steal details from a user's phone.
On the other hand, some news reported that some users
installing malicious apps from the online store and subsequently causing themselves financial loss. One recent example is that some malicious mobile apps may keep running in the background and send out premium text messages or make calls without any records. This brings out a
question, did Apple and Google do something to make sure
the apps store is malware-free?
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How Apple approve apps
Here is a statement quoted from some answers given by
Apple to the FCC’s questions:
“Apple developed a comprehensive review process that
looks at every iPhone application that is submitted to Apple. Applications and marketing text are submitted through
a web interface. Submitted applications undergo a rigorous
review process that tests for vulnerabilities such as software bugs, instability on the iPhone platform, and the use
of unauthorized protocols. Applications are also reviewed
to try to prevent privacy issues, safeguard children from
exposure to inappropriate content, and avoid applications
that degrade the core experience of the iPhone. There are
more than 40 full-time trained reviewers, and at least two
different reviewers study each application so that the review process is applied uniformly. Apple also established
an App Store executive review board that determines procedures and sets policy for the review process, as well as
reviews applications that are escalated to the board because
they raise new or complex issues. The review board meets
weekly and is comprised of senior management with re-
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According to the text above quoted
from the developer guides provided by
Google to their developers, and some
other post by Android app developers
in the Internet, it appears that there is
no approval process involved, and
every app can go on shelves directly.
Although there are no approval process by Google, developers must agree
some distribution agreement which act
like a self-approval process for the
application. Also, Google has previously removed a number of Android
apps from the store for policy violations. We may consider Google has its
policies to review apps in its store.

How malicious apps go
on shelves

sponsibilities for the App Store. 95% of applications are
approved within 14 days of being submitted.”
We can see that Apple has a very clear and an all-around
approval process to ensure their apps will not harm their
users or degrading the experience of their devices.

How Google approve apps
“When you are satisfied that your publishing settings are
correctly configured and your uploaded application is ready
to be released to the public, you can simply click Publish in
the Developer Console to make your app available for
download around the world. Keep in mind, it can take several hours for your app to appear on Google Play after you
click Publish in the Developer Console.”
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Although Apple has a comprehensive
approval process there are still apps
can perform malicious functions. The
developers of these malware may get
use of different vulnerabilities to achieve their goals.
In Nov 2011, a security expert and hacker named Charlie
Miller has given us a demonstration. He created an app
which Apple accepted to its App Store in September. Two
months later Mr. Miller revealed that it contained malware
that could remotely download pictures and contacts. In this
case, Mr. Miller has taken advantage of a recent update to
Apple's mobile operating system which allowed nonapproved code to be added to installed apps for the first
time.
In this demonstration, Apple did not act until Mr. Miller
reveals the truth. It seems that malware can go on shelves
much easier than we think. Apple’s fortress is not so difficult to beat.
For Android, due to its lenient policy, malware can go on
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shelves easily or even directly. In fact, more and more malicious apps has been
report or detected from time to time.
Using smart phone and mobile application has become the trend. Mobile apps may
probably become a major form of malware, and they are threading each smart
phone users. As a security personnel, it’s good to develop tools to detect these
malware and develop counter measures, we have to beat these malware and prevent them to spread unscrupulously.

Tsai Ping Hang , Tai Kwong Yee, Law Sai Cheong, and Cheung Ho San. ■
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Application Design Defense against DoS
Attack
Anthony Lai, Founder & Researcher, VXRL
Alan Ho, Researcher, VXRL

T

he HKEx (Hong Kong Stock Exchange) incident in August 2011 triggered us to think about how
to deal with DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks. Other than bandwidth-based attack and
malformed header and packet attacks, we would like to convey a few thoughts over application design so as to
help a bit on defending of Denial of Service (DoS) attack. This is an area that we always do not take care of it.
We will illustrate our suggestions and quote some good samples and models with ASP.Net technologies.

Application Design Paradigm
As in our introduction, we simply focus on web application design regardless of bandwidth, the configuration of Web and
database servers. Example technologies and platforms have been shown for audience for reference (see Figure 1.)

Figure 1

Favorite Targeted Functions of a Web site
We could imagine what attackers’ preference to down a site, they prefer a philosophy in Chinese by cutting a big tree with a
small knife, it means sending the smallest size or volume of network packet so as to make one’s site busy to responding the
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fore sending it to the client. Now, if the same page is
requested by some other client the already rendered
htm web page is retrieved from the server memory
and sent to the client, which saves the time requires
rendering and processing the complete page.
It could be varied by params with outputcache directive:

request. For example:
●
●
●
●
●

15

Search engine
Expensive page with images
Page without preserving cookie
Page with lots of CSS stylesheets and Javascripts
File and attachment upload

<%@ OutputCache Duration="60" VaryByParam=“MyID" %>

Suggestions on Application Design
Defense and Optimization

where mypage.aspx?MyID=1, mypage.aspx?
MyID=2, mypage.aspx?MyID=3…mypage.aspx?
MyID=N and N is an integer.

We cannot avoid their request and ban them off unless we
have determined they made the request on malicious purpose. We would like to provide following suggestions on
application design to deal with denial of service.

Pages are cached individually, varied by the ID, if
“VaryByParam” is not specified, mypage.aspx will
display one cached page, MyID=x will have no effect

CAPTCHA
CAPTCHA [1] request could be help a little bit to block
multiple quick requests within a second (see Figure 2.) In
addition, robots.txt can help to prevent search bots to crawl
such pages

●

Application caching
The important pieces of information, that are time
consuming and frequently requested, are stored into
the cache. For example a data set retrieved from the
database. It is very similar to application state but it
is more server friendly as the data gets removed once
the cache is filled.

Cache Techniques [2]
●

Page output caching
The rendered html page is stored into the cache be-

You could find the following code snippet for your
reference.

Figure 2. CAPTCHA helps
blocking malicious and
robot automation and
searching.
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// Programmatically Insert operation
Cache.Insert(“CacheKey", “MyValue”, null, DateTime.Now.AddHours(8),
Cache.NoSlidingExpiration);
//retrieve easily by
if (Cache[“CacheKey”] != null){
string myVal = Cache[“CachedKey”].ToString();
}

Defense in Application Software
Other than using CAPTCHA for robots or scripts and Caching Techniques, we may also do some tricks on the application
itself.

IP Blocking - Tracking the request IP
Address [3]
We could ban the requests from suspicious source if there are massive requests in short period of time and repetitive requests in short period of time. See
Figure 3.
We have found out a good application
design model [4] to deal with actions
including First Visit, Revisit, Asynchronous post backs, Add New widgets and
pages, etc, which could be helpful to
defense against Denial of Service.

ActionValidator Class
Define count of specific actions like
First Visit, Revisit, Asynchronous postbacks, Add New widgets, Add New
pages etc. It checks whether the count
for such specific action for a specific IP
exceeds the threshold value or not.
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public static class ActionValidator
{
private const int DURATION = 10; //10 min
period
public enum ActionTypeEnum
{
FirstVisit = 100,// The most expensive
// one, choose the
// value wisely.
ReVisit = 1000, // Welcome to revisit as
// many times as user
// likes
Postback = 5000, // Not must of a problem
// for us
AddNewWidget = 100,
AddNewPage = 100,
}
……….
}

IsValid method
This static method is to check whether a particular limit is
passed or not. It returns true if it does not pass the limit,
otherwise, it returns false. When false, you could simply
call Request.End() and prevent ASP.NET from proceeding
further. (See Figure 4)

How it works?
The cache key is built with a combination of action type and
client IP address. First it checks if there’s any entry for the
action and the client IP in cache or not. If not, start the
count and remember the count for the IP in cache for the
specific duration. The absolute expiration on cache item
ensures that after the duration the cache item will be cleared
and the count will restart. When there’s already an entry in
the cache, get the last hit count, and check if the limit is
exceeded or not.

If not exceeded, increase the counter. There is no need to
store the updated value in the cache again by doing: Cache
[url]=hit; because the hit object is by reference and changing it means it gets changed in the cache as well. In fact, if
you do put it again in the cache, the cache expiration
counter will restart and fail the logic of restarting count after
specific duration.

Let us put the usage to default.aspx (See Figure 5).

Figure 4. Using IsValid to validate limits
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Figure 5.

Audit performance of web site
Other than application design, software QA engineers and IT auditor should take care of the performance of the loading in the web site, determine
whether there is any room to improve it. For example:
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Combine external Javascript
Leverage of browser caching
Minimize cookie size
Remove unused CSS stylesheets or/and
rules
Put CSS in the document head
Specify image dimensions
Serve static content from a cookie domain
Parallelize downloads across host
Leverage proxy caching
Enable gzip compression

We have used built-in developer tool in Chrome
browser to perform performance audit and you
could find a sample screenshot (See Figure 6.)

Figure 6.
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Summary
We would like to make the following summary as below and, again, your company infrastructure or web sites did not suffered from DoS or/and DDoS attack today, it does not mean you are safe forever because risk portfolio will change as business environment changes
●
●

●
●
●

Undertake offensive denial of service test to see whether your site is ready.
Tune and know the performance of your Web site; Manipulate and utilize cache control in application and server
levels.
Keep latest patch on web server and applications.
Don’t forget OWASP Top 10 vulnerability. [5]
Monitor vulnerabilities and availability of Web application on continuous basis.

Anthony Lai & Alan Ho ■
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Book Review: “What I Wish I Knew When I Was 20”

Henry Ng CISSP-ISSAP CISA

W

hat would you do to earn money if all you had was five dollars and two hours?
What comes immediately in your mind? Selling lemonade? Buying lottery tickets? Or you will say forget it, there is an impossible assignment and there is
nothing you can do about it.

This was actually the assignment that Professor Tina Seelig
gave to her entrepreneurship and innovation class in Stanford University. Students were put in groups to work on this
project. One of the teams managed to generate most profit
by making $650. They determined the most valuable asset
was neither the five dollars nor two hours, but looked at the
resources at their disposal through completely different
lenses.

We face problems all the time. May be we picked up certain
problem solving skills at school, but we are not taught to
embrace problems. In fact, we are taught that problems are
to be avoided, or something to complain about. We will
seldom challenge the traditional assumptions when working
out solutions to address problems. This is how entrepreneurs
think differently from most of us. They will have an open
mindset to come up with solutions when facing problems,
and look at risks differently.

“What I Wish I Knew When I Was 20”
Tina Seelig
HarperOne
ISBN 978-0-06-204741-0

As security professionals, we have endless fighting battles. You may be fighting with your management with
additional resources to implement security solutions against data leakage threats. You may be fighting with
business users who are demanding to plug in their personal devices into your corporate environment. You can be
fighting with the perpetrators out in the dark who are trying to use APT to launch sophisticated attacks against
your company. It will be an absolute nightmare if your company encounters a data breach and you are blamed
with an inability to protect the company against security incidents. We are living in an imperfect world (that’s
why we continue to have our jobs and security professionals are becoming indispensable these days!) and all
kinds of problems will pop up from time to time. May be we should start to look at the whole landscape differently
to embrace ourselves for the new challenges lying ahead.
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Author Tina Seelig is a Ph.D. in neuroscience from the
Stanford School of Medicine and is the executive director of
the Stanford Technology Ventures Program. She teaches
courses on entrepreneurship and innovation in the Development of Management Science and Engineering. This paper
back book is less than 200 pages and written in simple English. Many real life examples are quoted to illustrate Tina’s
teachings.

15

“Please Take Out Your Wallets” is the chapter that emphasizes that one should take initiatives to make things
happen rather than waiting for things to happen. Those who
are willing to stretch the boundaries of their current skills and
willing to risk trying something new are much more likely to
be successful than those who believe they have a fixed skill
set and innate abilities that lock them into specific roles.
Remember, there are countless opportunities out there waiting for you to
explore.

Chapter 1 is “Buy One, Get Two
Free”. Tina begins the book with an
encouragement that every problem is
an opportunity for a creative solution.
This is where Tina mentions about her
assignment of earning money with
five dollars in two hours. You will
find the results amazingly intuitive.

Is there any secret sauce of success in
Silicon Valley? Chapter 5 encourages
us that by taking risks, there will be
chances of failures. But failures offer
learning opportunities and increase the
chance that you won’t make the same
mistake again. It is also a sign that you
have taken on a challenge that expand
your skills. I like Tina’s concept of
Chapter 2 is “The Upside-Down
Tina
Seelig
abandonment and quitting at the right
Circuit”. It is about stretching
moment of time. Particularly about
boundaries to challenge all traditional
quitting a job which most of us had
assumptions. Don’t get locked down and only think within a
experienced
in
the
past,
Tina reminds it is important to quit
box. You can find creative solutions to seemingly impossible
well
because
you
are
likely
to bump into the same people
problems by questioning the limits of what is reasonable and
again
and
again
in
your
life.
possible.

The next chapter “Bikini or Die” furthers chapters 1 and 2
that we may have created too many rules that can entangle
ourselves. We are afraid of breaking rules. Tina talks about
what a successful brainstorming session should be like.
Brainstorming should aim to generate ideas involving exploration of the landscape of possibilities, building ideas on
others’ suggestions, and breaking out of conventional approaches to solving a problem. Reflect on the brainstorming
sessions you participated in the past. How often did we reject
ideas too early because they didn’t seem to make sense at the
beginning?
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Ever wonder if you are really applying your skills and talents
to your job? Isn’t it fantastic when your passions overlap
with your skills and the market? Chapter 6 “No Way …
Engineering Is for Girls” suggests to reassess our life and
career whether it’s time to move on to a new environment in
order to excel (not just about salary benefits). Frequent assessment helps you make course corrections quickly, especially when things don’t turn out as planned or exceptional
new opportunities arise.
There are people around us who seem to be always luckier
than the rest. “Turn Lemonade into Helicopters” mentions
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a study that describes several characteristics about lucky
people. We too can become lucky if we learn these few
tricks, besides working incredibly hard and focusing on our
goals.

the least you can to meet a baseline expectation. Remove the
cap and be willing to reach for your true potential.

The book concludes with the last chapter “Experimental
Artifacts”.
Chapter 8 “Paint the Target around the Arrow” brings out
the important concept that we are living in a small world and
therefore don’t burn bridges. Take responsibility for your
actions and be willing to learn from your experiences. I like
the negotiation skills mentioned in this chapter. We negotiate
every day such as bargaining at a market, deciding on a
dinner venue, when the next meeting date should be, buying
candles to your kids or not, etc. You will learn from Tina’s
practical advices when to walk away from no win-win situation.

This book is easy to read and understand. It covers simple but
important principles that I can immediately apply to my career
and own life. I finish reading the whole book in just a couple of
days. Although this is not a technical infosec book, I believe
you will gain tremendous insights from it which will help your
security profession. Think out of the box, give yourself
permission to challenge permissions, look at world with
fresh eyes, experiment, fail, and test your limits of capabilities.

Chapter 9 is “Will This Be on the Exam”. Never miss an
opportunity to be fabulous. This implies making the decision
to go beyond what’s expected at all times, instead of doing
Henry Ng ■
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Snapshot
We Share. We Progress.

Seminar: 2012 WiFi Security Seminar (3-Mar-2012)
WTIA and PISA coorganized this event to share with the general public the new Wifi security risks and mitigation
measures. It was a full house of 300 people!

The PISA+WTIA Wifi security team and speakers taking a group photo.
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Seminar: Distributed Denial of Service in the Cloud Computing Age (17-Feb-2012)
Tony Pang, a network professional with immense networking experience shared his view on DDoS attack in
Cloud Computing age. Tony is working in Ciena and
previously worked in Juniper Network, Arbor Network.
This event was coorganized with HKIE IT Division.

Seminar: VXR Sharing: HSTS and Pinning of Certs (18-Jan-2012)
Tobias Gondrom from OWASP London Chapter talked
about new technologies to counter risks that became apparent from the current trust model used in browsers with
hundreds of equally trusted CAs and its vulnerability to a
breach of a single individual CA.
This event was coorganized with OWASP, PISAM, ISOCHK, HK Software Exploitation and VXRL.

Seminar: Disaster Recovery Experience Sharing (3-Nov-2011)

Jim Shek and Raymond Tang shared
with members their experience on
disaster recovery.

Raymond Tang
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SafeWifi War Tramming (18-Dec-2011)

The SafeWifi War Tramming marked the 10th anniversary of the
Wifi Security Survey of PISA and WITA. This had been a fruitful
study and a mark of a long term collaboration and friendship of
members of two associations.
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PISA Extraordinary General Meeting and Year End Gathering (10-Dec-2011)
The members of PISA gathered to discuss the feasibility and
issues in setting up a ISC2 Hong Kong Chapter as a PISA
SIG. There was a very good discussion, leading to the
EXCO to finalize a proposal to ISC2.

Andy Ho, our Chair explained the requirements of ISC2 local chapter before opening to discussion.
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Sang, Young our Ex-Chairperson got Married (9-Mar-2012)

That was the Big Day of Mr. Sang Young and Miss Queenie Chan. Many colleagues from PISA and the information security sector attended their wedding ceremony and banquet. The couple then had their honeymoon
in Paris. We wish the couple every luck in their long journey.
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Enjoy networking and collaboration opportunities with other
in-the-field security professionals and exchange technical information and ideas for keeping
your knowledge up to date

Check out job listings information provided by members. Get
information on continuing education and professional certification

Sharing of Information
Find out the solution to your technical problems from our email
groups and connections with our
experienced members and advisors.

Enjoy the discounted or free
admissions to association activities - including seminars,
discussions, open forum, IT
related seminars and conferences organized or supported
by the Association.

You Can Benefit

Membership
Information

Enquiry email:

Realize Your Potential

Professional Recognition

Develop your potentials and
capabilities in proposing and running project
groups such as Education Sector Security,
WLAN & Bluetooth Security, Honeynet,
Public Policy Committee and others and
enjoy the sense of achievement and recognition of your potentials

Benefit from the immediate access
to professional recognition by
using post-nominal designation

Membership Requirements

membership@pisa.org.hk

Membership Annual
Type
Fee (HK$)

Membership

Full

500

Associate

300

Affiliate

300

Student

100

Application Form:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/
membership/member.htm

Code of Ethics:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/
ethics/ethics.htm
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Qualifications

Requirements
Relevant Experience

Recognized Degree in Computing
discipline, OR other appropriate
educational / professional qual.
Tertiary Education

3 years Info-Sec working experience

Interested in furthering any of the
objects of the society
Full-time student over 18 years old

Nil

Info-Sec related experience

Nil

Relevant computing experience (post-qualifications) will be counted, and the recognition of professional
examinations / membership is subject to the review of the Membership Committee.
All members must commit to the Code of Ethics of the Association, pay the required fees and abide by
the Constitution and Bylaws of the Association
An Organization for Information Security Professionals

